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Transfer of Foreign EASA Medical Certificate to Switzerland
Transfer of SOLI (State Of Licence Issue)
Applicant holds a current VALID Medical
Certificate of another EASA Member State

SOLI-Form*: Section A: Consent must be
signed by the applicant and Items 1-8
must be filled out completely
f

Applicant must send the SOLI-Form to the
National Aviation Authority (Aeromedical
Section) of his PRESENT State Of
License Issue (SOLI)

FOCA Switzerland:
Review by Aeromedical Section
(Medical Assessor)

Important Note:
- no current valid EASA Medical
Certificate: must be renewed by
the present SOLI.
- More than 5years after expiration
date: Initial medical Examination
required
* Application form for the Transfer
of Medical Records between
Medical Sections of Licencing
Authorities. Download:
https://www.bazl.admin.ch/bazl/en/
home/specialists/training-andlicences/civil-aviation-medicalservice.html
- Validation of medical history, files
and validity of medical certificate
by the National Aviation Authority’s
medical assessor of the present
SOLI
- Document language must be
either English, German, French or
Italian
- Important Note: FOCA will not
accept any SOLI-Forms not
correctly validated by the medical
assessor of the current SOLI

Important Note: The review process may take several weeks
and may be subject to administrative delays outside of the control
of FOCA.
Query about the progress of a SOLI-Transfer application should
be made by email (not telephone) to ams@bazl.admin.ch clearly
quoting full name, date of birth and licence number. FOCA will
provide information about the progress of SOLI transfer by
telephone only if extraordinary circumstances occur

ACCEPTED
by FOCA

NOT ACCEPTED
Reasons: i.e. incomplete
documents, further medical
review/reports necessary

Important Note: FOCA reserves
the right to seek any further
licencing or medical information or
reports which are deemed
necessary

References: Commision Regulations (EU) 216/2008, 1178/2011, 290/2012, 2015/340 as amended;
BAZL AMS V 2016_8_17/szl

